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Abstract

Cell migration is crucial in a wide variety of biological process like development,

homeostasis or tissue regeneration. In particular, the interaction between the

extracellular matrix and the cytoskeleton is a recurrent topic, due to its impor-

tant role in this process. These interactions are built through protein clutches,

generally known as focal adhesions or focal contacts. For migratory cells, these

focal adhesions together with force generating processes in the cytoskeleton are

responsible of the formation of protrusion structures like lamellipodia or filopo-

dia, that determine the cell migration path. This phenomenon has been deeply

studied in two-dimensional (2D) cases; however, the knowledge we have in the

three-dimensional (3D) case is limited. In this work, we simulate different local

extracellular matrix properties in order to unravel the fundamental mechanisms

that regulate the formation of cell-matrix adhesions in 3D. We aim to study

the mechanical interaction of these biological structures through a three dimen-

sional discrete approach, reproducing the transmitting pattern force between

the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix and how both parts are interplay-

ing by them. This numerical model provides a discrete analysis of the proteins

involved including spatial distribution, interaction between them, and study of

the different phenomena, such as protein clutches unbinding or protein unfold-

ing.
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Highlights

• A discrete computational model in 3D is proposed for reproducing the

focal adhesion building phenomenon.

• The proposed model analyze the importance of the alignment between the

matrix fiber and the cell protrusion on the size of the adhesion.

• The influence of different extracellular matrix properties on the size of the

adhesion is also studied.
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1. Introduction

Cell migration is crucial in a wide range of biological phenomena; during

recent years great number of authors have put their effort to understand this

process. It also plays a key role in many diseases like immune dysfunction

or cancer development. It is a complex process, due to the high variability5

of morphology that cells show during migration and their strong dependency

on environmental factors, such as dimensionality, stiffness of the matrix and

chemical gradients [1].

In order to understand the mechanisms that regulate cell migration it is

essential to study the interaction between the cell cytoskeleton and the extra-10

cellular matrix (ECM). This interaction is performed by a large multi-protein

assembly that binds both parts forming the adhesion. These adhesions are com-

monly known as focal adhesions or focal contacts when they have matured, and

nascent adhesions when they begin to form, which occurs in the cell edge in

like-protrusion structures such as filopodia and lamellipodia [2]. This process15

of cell adhesion is the mechanism that ensures structural integrity of tissue [3],

and it is mainly regulated by mechanical processes [4] [5].

During migration, myosin contractility and actin polymerization produce the

forces responsible for the cyclic process of membrane protrusion and retrograde

flow of F-actin at the leading edge [6, 7, 8]. These forces are transmitted to20

the ECM through trans-membrane receptors of the integrin family placed on

the cell membrane [9], which serve as traction points over which the cell moves

as well as sources of migration-related regulatory signals [1, 10, 11, 12]. These

integrins are bound to the actin filaments in the cytoskeleton through a clutch

of proteins that include talin, α-actinin, vinculin and paxilin [13, 3, 14]. On the25

other side, integrins bind to protein ligands of the ECM, like fibronectin family

[9]. Finally, the formed membrane protusions must adhere to the matrix to

define cell locomotion. If they do not attach, protrusions are unproductive and

tend to move rearward in waves in response to the tension generated in the cell,

in a process known as membrane ruffling [15]. Therefore, actin retrograde flow30
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is strongly dependent on cell contraction and focal adhesion size, concentration

and strength [16].

Numerous studies over the past three decades have revealed a wealth of

information detailing cell adhesion in two-dimensional surfaces. However, in

in-vivo experiments many cells are completely surrounded by ECM which may35

have an influence on the size, composition and dynamics of adhesive structures.

The study of cell adhesion in three-dimensional environments still remains in

its infancy. This lack of knowledge together with the inherent computational

cost of the corresponding simulations make these kind of 3D computational

models a quite unexplored and challenging field. It is known that the way cells40

migrate changes between 2D and 3D environment [17]. Furthermore, in a 3D

environment, cells of the same type migrate in different ways depending on

the physical properties of the extracellular matrix, the degree of extracellular

proteolysis and the soluble signaling factors [18] [19] [20]. Therefore, the key

to develop more complex and reliable models to simulate cell migration in 3D45

environments lies on the incorporation of the elements that could clarify the

mechanism of these migration changes.

Specific experiments in 3D environments were difficult to perform, but in

the last two years these kind of studies have increased. Friedl and Wolf [21]

analyzed how the ECM architecture along with some cellular determinants (such50

as concentration of some specific proteins) influence the different modes of cell

migration in 3D environments. Haeger et al [22] studied what triggers the change

on the invasion mode (single or collective) of mesenchymal tumor cells, observing

that the ECM mechanical properties are the determining factor. Alessandri et

al [23] studied how mechanical cues from the surrounding microenvironment55

may trigger cell invasion from a growing tumor. They used a revolutionary

microfluidic technique that consists of the encapsulation and growth of cells

inside permeable, elastic, hollow micro spheres. Another interesting study is

the work by Kubow et al [24], where they identified the different mechanisms

that determine adhesion in 3D matrices, observing cells growing along the ECM60

fibers.
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Computational modeling is a useful tool for integrating the multiple subpro-

cesses that govern cell motility and migration. In this field, Chan and Odde

[25] investigated ECM rigidity sensing of filopodia via a stochastic model of the

motor-clutch force transmission system in 2D. In their model, integrin molecules65

work as mechanical clutches linking F-actin to the substrate and mechanically

resisting myosin-driven F-actin retrograde flow. More recently, Elosegui-Artola

et al. [26] originally improved this model adjusting it for two different types

of integrins and adding a reinforcement mechanosensing event which provokes

an increment on the number of adhesions when the traction forces go over a70

threshold. Another interesting work is developed by Cirit et al. [27] where they

created a model that analyzes the dynamical interplay between cell protrusion

and adhesion at the cells leading edge. Milan et al. [28] developed a 3D model

able to analyse the signals involved in cell adhesions in stem cells using the Cy-

toskeleton Divided Medium model (CDM). The CDM model describes the cell75

like a set of particles interacting with each other and generating a discrete force

network able to mimic the discrete filament network of the cytoskeleton in the

cell. The model was also implemented to simulate how a cell adheres on plain

substrate by emitting filopodia. With this cell model they were able to predict

cytoskeleton reorganization and reinforcement during cell spreading.80

In vivo, ECM consists of a myriad of fibers that are crosslinked between them

forming a complex network which serves as a scaffold for the cells to migrate.

When the cell adheres to the matrix and migrates, it moves along these fibers,

deforming and reorienting them. Three aspects of the ECM are crucial for cell

migration: mechanical properties, density and grade of fiber crosslinking. In85

this work, we assume that the local behavior of the ECM when a filopodium

adheres to it does not depend on the global properties of the matrix. We also

assume that the fiber is pre-stressed; therefore, we focus our study on the level

of fiber crosslinking. The grade and strength of fiber crosslinkings determine the

difficulty of the matrix to reorganize under cell forces. Alignment of the filopodia90

protrusion structures with the matrix fibers is necessary for the migration. If a

protrusion adheres to a fiber and they are not aligned, the protrusion tries to
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reorientate it in order to have more surface to adhere; if this is not possible, the

protrusion cannot grow further and eventually disappears.

We present the simulation model detailing the equations and hypothesis in95

which it is based and how the model is implemented in a computer algorithm.

The main goal of this model is to reproduce the adhesion degree between a cell

filopodium (guided by non-muscle myosins) and a collagen fiber of the ECM

depending on their relative orientations. Finally, we present how this model has

been included in a computer algorithm.100

2. Materials and Methods

Myosin force-generating process in the cytoskeleton provokes actin filaments

dynamics. The forces are transmitted through an adhesion complex (AC) to the

extracellular matrix. These adhesion complexes consist of a clutch of proteins

that include cytoskeleton proteins (paxilin, talin, vinculin and so on) and trans-105

membrane proteins called integrins. Extracellular matrix is deformed under

these forces reorientating its fibers.

Due to the high variability of the studied phenomenon, the establishing of

some simplifications and hypothesis is indispensable for the development of a

model that simulates it. The computational cost and the complexity of a model110

that will include all the proteins involved in the phenomena would make the

problem unapproachable.

Due to this, in this work, we have considered the effect of myosin proteins,

only an actin filament, extracellular ligands, only a matrix fiber and adhesion

complexes. Myosin exerts a force over a single actin filament causing its move-115

ment. This actin filament has been oversized in order to simulate a pack of

filaments of a filopodium. The ACs bind to the actin monomers with the extra-

cellular ligands that are distributed on the matrix fiber surface. They can be

found in different scenarios: bound to actin and ligands, bound only to one of

them and completely free. When they are bound to actin and ligand the adhe-120

sion grows and transmits the force. Although the ECM is a complex network
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of fibers, Kubow et al [24] experimentally quantified that the adhesion size is

mainly dependent on the alignment of one single fiber, giving support to our

assumptions.

Therefore the simulation can be divided into three different parts: Actin-125

Myosin contractile complex, Adhesion complexes and ECM.

The present model is a 3D extension of a previous one, developed by the

authors in the 2D case [29] but benefiting some improvements.

2.1. Actin-Myosin complex

The actin filament consists of a straight line of actin monomers, that only130

moves on the direction of its direction vector; therefore, only forces in this

direction are considered. It is considered as a rigid solid under the assumption

that the crosslinking matrix fibers stiffness is much lower than the union between

monomers.

Myosins only exert pulling forces over the actin filament. The number of

myosin heads bound to the actin filament determines the magnitude of the

force. Each head is considered to produce a constant force of a fixed value.

Thus, the total force is given by:

Fm = Fc · nm,

where Fc is the force exerted by each myosin head and nm is the number of135

myosin heads attached to the filament. The ACs bound to the actin filament

oppose to that force and, as a result of the balance of these two forces, the actin

filament velocity can be obtained [25]:

vfilament = vu(1 +
Fr

Fm
), (1)

where Fr is the force applied by the bound ACs and vu is the actin velocity for

the unloaded filament, that is, when Fr = 0.140

2.2. Adhesion Complexes (ACs)

The AC consists of a clutch of proteins with the function of binding the actin

filament with the extracellular matrix. An AC is considered as two different
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arms bound together, with the two free sides that bound to the actin monomers

or the ligands in the ECM. One arm is only able to bind to the actin and145

the other only with the ligand. Both arms have the same model but different

mechanical properties, since one simulates the cytoskeleton proteins and the

other one simulates the integrin proteins.

Brownian dynamics regulate ACs behavior. In the next subsections are

detailed the equations that governs their behavior along with the different phe-150

nomena proposed for them: binding-unbinding and folding-refolding.

2.2.1. Brownian Dynamics

We assume that the Langevin equation governs the dynamical behavior of

the ACs [30]. Therefore, if we consider the i-th AC,

mi
d2ri
dt2

= Fi − ζi
dri
dt

+ FB
i , (2)

where mi is the mass of the AC, ri corresponds to its current position, Fi are155

the interaction forces among proteins, ζi is the drag coefficient and FB
i is a

stochastic force. This equation allows the computation of the new position of

each particle for each time increment. In addition, considering that the inertial

effects of the ACs barely have an influence on the system in the considered time

scale, the acceleration term in equation (2) can be neglected, and therefore:160

dri
dt

=
1

ζi
(FB

i + Fi). (3)

In order to satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the stochastic force, FB
i ,

is chosen from a random distribution verifying the following expectation values:

⟨
FB

i (t)
⟩
= 0,

⟨
FB

i (t)F
B
j (t)

⟩
=

2kBTζiδij
∆t

δ, (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, δij is the

Kronecker delta, δ the second order unit tensor and ∆t the time increment con-165

sidered in the simulation. As a first approach, it is considered for simplicity that
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the geometry of the AC corresponds to a sphere, therefore the drag coefficient

is:

ζi = 3πησi, (5)

with σi being the diameter of the sphere and η the viscosity of the medium.

For the interaction forces, we consider that Fi = Fs, where Fs is the internal170

force of the AC, which is given by [31]:

Fs(r12) =


kBT
p

[
(2l0,i−r12−r0)(r12−r0)

4l20,i(1−r12/l0,i)2(1−r0/l0,i)2
+ r12−r0

l0,i

]
if r12 ≥ r0,

ks,AC(r12 − r0) if r12 < r0,

(6)

where r12 is the current length of the AC, r0 is its length at rest state, p is

the persistence length, l0,i = 40 + 10i is the maximum extension for the ith

unfolding, phenomenon that will be presented in the next section. In Fig. 1 an

AC subjected to internal force is shown.175

Figure 1: Internal forces on ACs. Each arm is subjected to a different force depending on

their own length. In the central point, the balance between these two forces is carried out

and, as a consequence, the central point moves until the forces are in equilibrium.

2.2.2. Unfolding/refolding

Experimental tests show that some proteins such as fribonectin or actin

crosslinkers can sustain unfolding under determined extensional forces [32][31].

In this work, we assume that the ACs present a similar behavior. Therefore,

the internal force-extension curve of the AC exhibits a saw-tooth behavior; this180
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curve presents peak values around 30 pN, at 10nm intervals. Then, unfolding

phenomena is regulated by the unfolding rate, kuf [31]:

kuf =


k0ufexp(

λufFs

kBT ) if r12 ≥ r0,

0 if r12 < r0,

(7)

where λuf is the mechanical compliance, k0uf is the zero-force unfolding rate co-

efficient and Fs is the internal force of the AC seen in previous section, equation185

(6).

When unfolding happens, it exists the possibility that the inverse phe-

nomenon occurs, process known as refolding. This happens when the AC shrinks

below the length at which the last unfolding occurred, then ith unfolding de-

creases by 1.190

Finally, kuf corresponds to the rate parameter of an exponential distribution

function, therefore the probability of the event is:

P = 1− ekuf∆t. (8)

2.2.3. Binding/Unbinding

ACs present the possibility of separating from the actin filament or the

ligands when they are bound to them. This phenomenon is similar to the195

unfolding one, and it is governed by the unbinding rate, kub [31]:

kub =


k0ubexp(

λubFs

kBT ) if r12 ≥ r0,

0 if r12 < r0,

(9)

where λub is the mechanical compliance of the bond in the unbinding case and

k0ub is the zero-force unbinding coefficient. In this model, when unbinding oc-

curs, both arms of the AC refold completely and return to their resting state

(r12 = r0). The probability of this event is given by an exponential distribution200

function, similar to equation (8).
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Free ACs can also bind to the actin filament or the ligands. This process is

determined by the distance between them, occurring when.

d12 ≤ 21/6σ12, (10)

d12 being the distance between the two particles and σ12 the average diameter

of both particles.205

It is important to remark that when an AC is bound only for one side (matrix

fiber or actin filament), it is found in its equilibrium position. This equilibrium

position corresponds to the radial direction of the matrix fiber or actin filament,

respectively.

2.3. The Extracelullar Matrix (ECM)210

As it was described before, the ECM is a complex network of fibers which

are crosslinked between them. The ECM is deformed and reorganized by cell-

generated forces. As a first approach, we simulate a single matrix fiber which is

considered as a rigid solid element with a spring on each of its ends to replicate

the flexibility of the crosslinkers, simulating bending and torsional deformations

in the fiber. Due to this, the possible movement and rotations of the fiber are

given by the following expressions

Ffib,i = kfib,iUfib,i, Mfib,i = k̃fib,iθfib,i,

where Ffib,i and Mfib,i are the force and torque vector, respectively; kfib,i and

k̃fib,i are spring constants for displacement and torque, and Ufib,i and θfib,i

are the displacement and the rotation vectors for the matrix fiber, where the

subindex i denotes the corresponding vector component.

We assume that the springs on the ends of the fiber have a similar behavior;215

so, we consider the same value for the corresponding constants kfib,i and k̃fib,i.

The force vector is obtained from the forces exerted by the ACs attached to the

ligands, and the torque vector is calculated by multiplying each discrete force by

its distance to the fiber gravity center. Initially, as a first approach, we assume

a linear elastic behavior for the springs and kfib,i and k̃fib,i remain constant.220
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Figure 2: Flow chart of the implemented algorithm

2.4. Numerical implementation

We have implemented a 3D computational model to reproduce the focal

adhesion building phenomenon between a cell filopodium and an ECM fiber.

Firstly, we set the initial conditions: The actin filament is a straight line of

actin monomers with a fixed orientation. The matrix fiber is placed forming an225

initial angle θ0 with the actin filament. The ligands can be placed randomly or

with a uniform distribution on the matrix fiber surface. Finally the ACs are set

randomly in the spatial domain of the simulation. Actin monomers and ligands

are considered as spheres defined by the their central point. ACs are defined

by three points corresponding to two arms attached: the AC-actin point, that230

binds the AC with the actin monomers in the filament and corresponds to the

edge of the actin-arm; the AC-matrix point, which corresponds to the edge of

the matrix-arm and binds to ligands; and the AC-central point that corresponds

to the point where both arms intersect.

The algorithm proposed for the spatio-temporal resolution of this problem235

is schematically shown in Fig. 2. It is solved in a discrete form, for each time

increment, n. The algorithm is based on the following steps. First, given the

initial conditions, an analysis of the current position of the ACs, actin monomers
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and ligands is performed and the binding phenomenon is checked. Next, the

actin filament moves, and as a consequence, the force balance in the system240

breaks the mechanical equilibrium. This provokes the deformation of the ACs

bound for their both arms and consequently the increment of their tension.

This tension provokes the matrix fiber displacement and rotation, requiring

an iterative process to reach the force balance. When the ACs bound for their

both arms are in balance, the unbinding and unfolding phenomena are analyzed.245

Finally, the new force on the actin filament is computed and therefore its velocity

is obtained.

Fig. 3 shows the initial state of the simulation and the position of all the

elements after 4 seconds of simulation. The whole video can be found in the

supplementary material.250

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Representation of the different elements of the simulation (Actin: green ; ACs:

yellow; Matrix fiber: red; Ligands: red points) at two different time steps: initial situation

and after 4 seconds. At the beginning, there are no interactions and the matrix fiber remains

at its resting state. After 4 seconds, the actin filament has moved over the matrix fiber,

provoking the focal adhesion building and reorienting the fiber. (a) Initial state. (b) After 4

seconds of simulation
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3. Results

We perform a first analysis of the studied phenomena, observing the influence

of the relative orientation between the cell protrusion and the matrix fiber on the

size of the adhesion. The local adhesion forming occurs during retrograde flow of

actin filaments which is driven by myosin contraction. After, we study how some255

matrix and protein properties may also influence on the size of the adhesion.

Since the model proposed present random properties, for all the results shown,

we quantify the average of 20 simulations. The values of the parameters used

in the model are shown in Table 1

3.1. Local fiber alignment regulates adhesion size260

The results of simulating an initial situation of 80 degrees between the actin

filament and the matrix fiber are shown in Fig. 4. The adhesion size increases as

the matrix fiber and the actin filament are more aligned. Qualitative interpre-

tation of these results from the perspective of the model is straight forward: as

the filament moves above the fiber, it starts to build adhesions; these adhesions265

begin to exert force on the matrix fiber provoking its movement (matrix reor-

ganization) and a change on their relative position, increasing their alignment.

This results in a closest position between the actin filament and the matrix fiber

and the consequent increment on the number of adhesions.

3.2. Effect of the fiber crosslinking stiffness and the initial orientation270

We analyze the effect of four different matrix crosslinking rigidities (1000,

200, 50 and 5 N/m) on the adhesion size. We vary the initial orientation

between the filopodium and the matrix fiber (80, 45 and 10 degrees) that will

change along the simulations. We show the average of the adhesion size during

each case. The results are shown in Fig. 5. We can observe that, in general,275

as the initial alignment increases the size of the adhesion grows bigger. When

decreasing the stiffness, the size of the adhesion increases for 80 and 45 degrees

of initial relative orientation since the more flexible the crosslinking is, the more

fiber reorientation is permitted. However, when the initial relative orientation
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Table 1: Numerical values for the model parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value Source

Myosin head force Fc −2(pN) [25]

Unloaded actin filament velocity vu −120(µm/s) [25]

AC balance length r0 30 (nm) estimated

AC arm length LAC 30 (nm) estimated

Boltzman energy kBT 4, 142 · 10−21 (J) [30]

AC stiffness against compression ks,AC 0, 004(N/m) estimated

below the equilibrium length

Zero-force unfolding rate coefficient k0
uf 3 · 10−5(s−1) [31]

Mechanical compliance λuf,actin 0,5 (nm) estimated

for the actin arm

Mechanical compliance λuf,matrix 0,5 (nm) estimated

for the matrix arm

Zero-force unbinding rate coefficient k0
ub 0, 115(s−1) [31]

Mechanical compliance of the λub,actin 0,5 (nm) estimated

actin bond for unbinding

Mechanical compliance of the λub,matrix 0,5 (nm) estimated

matrix bond for unbinding

Persistence length pactin 0,04 (nm) estimated

for the actin arm

Persistence length pmatrix 0,04 (nm) estimated

for the matrix arm

Maximum number of unfolding nuf 2 estimated

for both arms

Simulation step time ∆t 0,005 (s) estimated

Total time of the simulation t 10 (s) estimated

Actin monomer diameter σA 70 (nm) estimated

Ligand diameter σL 7 (nm) estimated

Medium viscosity η 8, 599 · 10−4 (kg/m s) [30]

for the AC arms

Fiber crosslinking stiffness kfib,i [5, 5, 5]N/m estimated

to translation [x,y,z]

Fiber crosslinking stiffness k̃fib,i [5, 5, 5](nN · nm/rad) estimated

to rotation [x,y,z]

Fiber length Lfib 5000 nm estimated

is 10 degrees, this behavior is not observed. In this case, the fiber and actin280

filament are almost fully aligned; therefore, the reorganization of the matrix

fiber is not needed and the adhesion size mainly depends on the stochastic of

binding and unbinding phenomena. This behavior can be seen clearly in Fig.
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Figure 4: Adhesion size depending on the level of alignment between the actin filament and

the matrix fiber. The initial angle between them is 80 degrees. As the adhesion starts to

build, the fiber is reorientated by the cell forces, increasing in this way their alignment (the

relative angle between them decreases), which also makes the adhesion bigger.

Table 2: Reference values and range of variation of the values for the sensitivity analysis of

the initial conditions.

Parameter Ref. value Sensitivity analysis

Matrix fiber radio (rfib) 300nm 150nm

Ligands concentration 1.5 · 10−3(ligands/nm2) (1.2 − 0.9 − 0.6) · 10−3

ligands/(nm2)

Initial orientation 80 10 − 45

Fiber crosslinking stiffness, [5, 5, 5](N/m) − (nN · nm/rad) [5, 5, 5] · 10 − [2, 2, 2] · 102

translation and rotation [x,y,z] −[1, 1, 1] · 103(N/m) − (nN · nm/rad)

Mechanical compliance [0.5, 0.5](nm) [0, 0.5]-[0.5, 0] (nm)

for actin and matrix arm

6, where the relation between adhesion size and fiber alignment is shown. We

can observe that, for this case, proportionality between alignment and adhesion285

size shown in the first case is lost.

3.3. Effect of matrix fiber diameter

The focal adhesion building phenomenon is strongly influenced by the ge-

ometrical properties of the ECM. The diameter of the matrix fibers is one of

the most important factor to consider, since it regulates the geometrical lim-290
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Figure 5: Average of the adhesion size, for 10 seconds of simulation, depending on the initial

orientation between actin filament and matrix fiber, considering different fiber crosslinking

stiffness. For initial angles of 80 and 45 degrees, increasing the stiffness has a negative impact

on the adhesion size. When the initial orientation is 10 degrees, the adhesion size is not

affected by fiber crosslinking stiffness since they already are almost fully aligned.

Figure 6: Adhesion size against level of relative orientation between matrix fiber and actin

filament. The initial value for the orientation is 10 degrees. Fiber orientation barely changes

and it is not determinant on the adhesion size.

its for the adhesion. In Fig. 7, we show the same case of section 3.2 with a

reduced diameter. The results show that when the crosslinking fibers present
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Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis of the fiber diameter (diameter= 150nm). The adhesion size

depends on the initial level of alignment for different fiber crosslinking stiffness and different

initial grade of alignment. In general, as the fiber diameter increases, more surface the cell

protrusion has to bind to; therefore, the adhesion size increases. This fact loose importance

when the fiber is initially aligned, or when the fiber crosslinkers are very soft, since the cell

filopodium quickly alines to the fiber. For these cases, the adhesion occurs along the length

of the fiber, resting importance to its diameter size.

more stiffness the matrix fiber thickness clearly influence the adhesion size.

3.4. Effect of the ligand concentration

The ligand concentration is a determining regulator of cell matrix adhe-295

sions. This variable, relatively easy to change experimentally, has a huge im-

pact on this phenomenon. To analyze its effect on the proposed model we have

carried out numerical simulations with four different concentration of ligands:

1.5 · 10−3, 1.2 · 10−3, 0.9 · 10−3 and 0.6 · 10−3ligand/(nm2). These concentration

values correspond to the reference value and to its 80%, 60% and 40% value,300

respectively. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 8. When reducing the lig-

and concentration, the adhesion size also decreases. Ligands serve as anchoring

points for the ACs, therefore a depletion in their number difficults the formation

of adhesions.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis of ligand concentration. In each graph it is shown the adhe-

sion size depending on the initial level of alignment for different fiber crosslinking stiffness.

By reducing the ligand concentration, smaller adhesions are obtained, since it is more dif-

ficult for the ACs to bind. (a) 1.2 · 10−3ligands/(nm2) (b) 0.9 · 10−3ligands/(nm2) (c)

0.6 · 10−3ligands/(nm2).

3.5. Effect of the unbinding rate305

In the model, ACs bound to both sides can unbind from actin filament or

from ligands on the matrix fiber. However, phenomenologically it is not clear

whether it unbinds more from one side or another. In order to address this

question, we have conducted some tests forbidding the unbinding in one side

and maintaining it on the other side. The considered parameters are the given310

in Section 3.2. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 9. We can observe that,
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when the ACs only separate from the actin filament, the adhesion size is larger

than when the AC only unbinds from the ligands on the matrix fiber. This re-

sults can be explained from a geometric point of view: finding the actin filament

is easier than finding a free ligand to bind since the actin filament is considerably315

bigger; therefore, when an AC separates from a ligand on the matrix fiber, it

is more difficult for the AC to bind again, which ultimately provokes a smaller

adhesion. In addition, we can see that in both cases the adhesion size is higher

than in the case when unbinding phenomenon is permitted from both sides,

since in the latter case, the adhesion has higher possibilities of breaking.320

(a) (b)

Figure 9: Different unbinding places. In each graph the adhesion size average depending on

the initial alignment between actin filament and matrix fiber for different fiber crosslinking

stiffness is shown. Since the actin filament is bigger and easier to find than a free ligand, when

the ACs only separate from the actin filament, the adhesion size is larger than the adhesion

when the AC only unbinds from the ligands on the matrix fiber. (a) Only unbinding from

actin is permitted (b) Only unbinding from ligand is permitted.

4. Discussion

Computational works in biology help us to unravel fundamental mechanisms

that can be observed in experiments, but that require further analysis for a

better understanding. Here, we have presented a discrete numerical study pro-

viding an individual insight of the role that different components play on the325
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cell-matrix adhesions, in particular, it reproduces the building of local adhesions

between a filopodium and a single matrix fiber during actin retrograde flow.

To our knowledge, this model for cell-matrix adhesions in a 3D environment,

considering a matrix-fiber approach, is novel and original. We have observed

that the alignment between the myosin retraction and the matrix fiber is crucial330

for the maturation of the focal adhesions and therefore essential for cell migra-

tion. Due to this, it is worth to analyze how different conditions or scenarios

may regulate this process. In this case, we have considered that ACs are flexible

elements with a non-linear behavior and they present some important proper-

ties, such as binding-unbinding or unfolding-refolding. We have also considered335

the spatial distribution of the ligands on the ECM, that determines the pat-

tern of how the traction forces are transmitted to the matrix fiber. This model

offers the possibility of analyzing, individually, the influence of the different

proteins involved in the mechano-biological process: the ligand concentration

determining the adhesion size or the impact of the initial orientation between340

the filopodium and the matrix fiber. In addition, we also consider how the ma-

trix fiber crosslinking stiffness influence the capacity of the ECM to reorganize

under cell-generated forces.

Qualitatively, the tendency obtained between the relative orientation of the

filopodia and the matrix fibers was already confirmed experimentally by different345

authors [24]. Moreover, Kubow et al [24] showed that the local fiber size also has

a significant role in 3D adhesions, in such a way that the adhesive area in the

fiber depends not only on the fiber orientation, but also in the fiber size. The

model proposed here is also consistent with those experimental observations, as

shown in the analysis of the matrix fiber diameter. Furthermore, this model350

also allows us to study a wide range of conditions providing a lot of information

of how local properties of both matrix and cell regulate this process, becoming

a powerful tool that provides an interesting insight of how the phenomenon

responds under those conditions.

The formulation of some hypothesis and simplifications is a crucial and in-355

dispensable part when building a model. It is essential that they should be
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selected accordingly with the biology of the phenomenon. In this work, we have

assumed that locally, the property of one matrix fiber is more determining than

the whole ECM properties. In addition, we have set the hypothesis that the

fiber is pre-stressed and that the cell forces are not able to deform it, assuming360

that the fiber deformability is mainly due to the deformation of the crosslinkers

that links the different fibers. Moreover, referring to the fiber crosslinkers, we

have assumed as a first approach that they have a linear behavior and they

cannot break.

In vivo, ECM fibers are usually loose and they tighten and deform when365

cells exert forces over them, in fact, until they are not tight, cells are not able to

move along them. For example, collagen type I exhibits a viscoelastic behavior,

they store elastic energy and partially relax internal stress through dissipative

process [33]. The fiber crosslinkers exhibit a complex behavior and when they

are subjected to a high level of force they can break down. Despite all these370

differences, the proposed model reproduces reliably the addressed phenomenon.

In the same ECM, at a local level, properties can change within a certain range

depending on the zone. With the proposed hypothesis, and based on the exper-

imental data observed in literature, we have shown that the size of the adhesion

(depending on the relative orientation between protrusion and matrix fiber)375

presents a real behavior pattern that fits in that range.

Crucial phenomena in cell migration process are addressed in this work. The

relevant process of how cells exert forces over the ECM, provoking its reorgani-

zation, is studied. The role of matrix fiber stiffness in this process is analyzed

through numerical simulations, observing that the stiffer the crosslinkings are,380

the more difficult to reorganize the ECM by the cell is. A tendency to always try

to obtain the largest adhesion size is remarked. This helps the cells to regulate

their migration. To conclude, the discrete modeling presented here is a relevant

tool to improve the understanding of cell matrix-adhesions and to go deeper on

the biological knowledge of these processes.385

The next step for this model is to include more matrix fibers and simulate

how a cell would adhere to them. This improvement would offer the possi-
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bility of analyzing how matrix micro architecture influence on cell movement.

Cells, during migration, may find very different matrix architectures at differ-

ent points, exhibiting consequently different behaviors. Analyzing the role of390

different parameters that define the matrix architecture (fiber density and ori-

entation, pore confinement and connectivity) is a promising path to follow in

order to understand 3D cell migration.
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